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hen I asked a group of boys in an ultra-Orthodox Jewish el-
ementary school “What’s the difference between boys’ and
girls’ education?” one boy answered: “Boys need to learn

how to be . . . the talmid chachams [masters of Jewish texts]; girls should
learn how to be tsedeykeses [righteous women].” This nine-year-old’s re-
sponse expresses an ideology1 common in Orthodox communities:
men are expected to be advanced scholars of Jewish law, and women
are expected to be righteous. Both men and women must know and
observe the laws, but men must also spend time each day studying the
reasoning behind them. This gender expectation pervades many areas
of Orthodox life, from leisure activities to educational policy to lan-
guage use. In this article, I discuss how Orthodox boys and men con-
struct their masculinity partly through linguistic performances of
religious learnedness. Using methods from linguistic anthropology
and sociolinguistics, I show how young men use two linguistic features
about twice as frequently as young women: loanwords from Hebrew,
Aramaic, and Yiddish;2 and word-final /t/ release (for example, righT,
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not righ’ ). The quantitative and qualitative differences in language use
help many males to convey the persona of the talmid chacham, the wise
and learned student of Jewish law.

Previous literature on Orthodox Jews has pointed out the greater
importance of traditional scholarship among men than women.3

Scholars have also highlighted gender differences in language choice,
such as men’s preference for Yiddish over English or Modern He-
brew,4 and one paper briefly mentions a gender difference in a phono-
logical feature.5 The current study is the first to connect language,
gender, and learnedness among Orthodox Jews.

This analysis is based on several months of research in an Orthodox
primary school in California, including observations, interviews, and
recordings of classroom and social speech. The small school is run by
the Chabad Lubavitch branch of Hasidism, which dispatches rabbis
and their families to cities around the world to provide the infrastruc-
ture and incentives for Jews to become Orthodox. The principal is also
the rabbi in charge of the local Chabad community, and most of the
Jewish Studies teachers are emissaries who grew up in larger Chabad
communities. The students in the elementary school are all being
raised Orthodox. Some of their parents are native members of Chabad
or other Orthodox movements, and others are baalei teshuvah, Jews
who chose Orthodoxy. A number of the fathers are rabbis working in
the area as teachers, mashgihim (officials who ensure Jewish dietary
standards), or pulpit rabbis. Boys and girls have separate classes start-
ing in first grade, and around age 13 most of the children go away to
study in Chabad yeshivahs (religious secondary schools) in other
cities, especially New York, Montreal, and Paris.6

To place this community on the Orthodox landscape, the outreach-
oriented group called Chabad is just one sect of Hasidism, and the
mystical, leader-oriented Hasidim make up only part of the Orthodox
world. Non-Hasidic Orthodox Jews are often referred to as Litvish,
pointing to the Lithuanian origin of the movement opposing Hasid-
ism, or as Yeshivish, highlighting the centrality of institutionalized Tal-
mud study. As Samuel Heilman has explained, the Hasidic and Litvish
communities have come to resemble each other on many levels in re-
cent decades.7 Based on my dissertation research in a non-Hasidic Or-
thodox community in Philadelphia,8 as well as visits to Orthodox
communities elsewhere, I can state that the linguistic resources and so-
cial categories presented in this article are used quite similarly by
other (non-modern) Orthodox Jews.

In contrast, many modern Orthodox Jews do not adhere to the
same gender norms and exhibit quite different patterns of language
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use.9 Women’s study, even of Talmud and other rabbinic texts, is more
accepted among modern Orthodox Jews. An example of the differ-
ence between modern and non-modern Orthodox values can be seen
in reactions to Drisha, a modern Orthodox institute for Jewish
women’s learning in New York. Many modern Orthodox women and
girls spend time studying at Drisha, and some more right-wing Ortho-
dox leaders have criticized its mission. For example, Agudath Israel
spokesman Rabbi Avi Shafran was quoted in the Philadelphia Jewish Ex-
ponent about Drisha, “I don’t think they’re doing the girls a tremen-
dous favor. In the long run they’re teaching them something that’s at
odds with the very thing they promote.”10

Research on non-modern Orthodox communities often uses the la-
bels ultra-Orthodox or Haredi,11 but I have found that these terms are
rarely used in the community. In addition, the lines between the vari-
ous factions of Orthodoxy are often blurred; some communities in-
clude both “moderns” and “black-hatters,” and many people hesitate
when asked to categorize themselves. Therefore, I have opted to use the
label “Orthodox” throughout this article and hope that the reader will
keep in mind that there is a great deal of variation within Orthodoxy.

Orthodox Jews in America speak a variety of English that is influ-
enced by Yiddish, Hebrew, and Aramaic. In addition to the loanwords
and /t/ release discussed below, Orthodox Jewish English includes Yid-
dish semantic and syntactic influences, such as “eating by them” and “if
you would have seen it” (as opposed to “eating at their house” and “if
you had seen it”), a click hesitation marker from Israeli Hebrew, and
final devoicing (such as “goingk” as opposed to “going”). These fea-
tures are common among both men and women, to varying degrees.
There are also several other features that are more commonly used by
men and contribute to a masculine, learned style. These include quasi-
chanting intonation contours,12 literal translations of Yiddish phrasal
verbs like “learn out” and “tell over,” periphrastic verbal constructions
like “to be mekarev him” (to bring him closer to observance) and “to be
mechalel Shabbos” (to desecrate the Sabbath), and Hebrew and Yiddish
morphology on loanwords (such as bochurim [unmarried male yeshivah
students] as opposed to bochurs, talmidei chachamim as opposed to talmid
chachams, and a choshuve [important] man as opposed to a choshuv
man). Although all of these features are important in Orthodox learn-
edness, I will deal here only with loanwords and /t/ release.

The theoretical approach in this article is influenced by linguistic
anthropologist Elinor Ochs’s model of how gender is connected to lin-
guistic and other practices (Figure 1).13 According to Ochs’s model,
linguistic resources index social constructs, such as stances, acts, and
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activities, which help to constitute gender meanings. An example is
the connection between cursing and masculinity. Using curse words
indexes a stance of toughness, which is associated with masculinity.
Frequent cursing can help to constitute masculine identity only be-
cause a man appears tough when he uses it and because our society as-
sociates toughness with masculinity.

In the case of the Orthodox community, the linguistic resources in-
clude frequent use of loanwords and /t/ release. These resources are
used to index the activity of “learning” (used here with its Orthodox
Jewish English sense: studying traditional texts) and the social construct
of the talmid chacham. This middle level helps to constitute the gender
category of masculinity. I offer various types of data to show how these
three levels are connected. I give quantitative evidence that males use
the linguistic resources more frequently than females, connecting
Level 1 to Level 3. I discuss qualitative evidence that these linguistic
features are used in a way that is seen as learned, connecting Level 1 to
Level 2. And I present ethnographic data on community activities and
ideologies to show how Level 2 is connected to Level 3, how religious
learnedness is associated with masculinity.

Learners as Leaders

An advertisement that has appeared in the popular Orthodox maga-
zine the Jewish Observer compares a learned rabbi to a cardiologist. The
banner text reads (translations are mine): “It Takes $450,000 to Train
a Cardiologist. What Would You Spend on a Godol B’Yisroel [impor-
tant Jewish leader/rabbi]?” The ad continues:

Figure 1. Ochs’s model of how language relates to gender
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It takes nearly 10 years and almost half a million dollars to train the
people who work on your heart. But what about the people who work on
your Neshoma [soul]—the Talmidei Chachomim [masters of Jewish
texts] and potential Gedolei Hador [(rabbinic) leaders of the genera-
tion] who will be shaping our Neshomos for generations to come?14

The purpose here is to promote Mifal Ha-shas, an organization that,
according to the ad, “encourages the mastery of ‘Gantz Shas’ [all of
Talmud] by administering monthly written tests to committed Talmu-
dim [students] worldwide. Whoever passes the test is awarded a sti-
pend for that month, enabling him to put bread on the table.”

We can learn a good deal about Orthodox values from this ad,
which includes a photograph of several men in black yarmulkes writ-
ing at desks with rabbinic books at their side. By comparing text study
to one of the highest-paid and most respected professions in the wider
society, the ad reveals the centrality of learnedness. It assumes that
mastering Jewish texts prepares someone to be a Jewish leader, some-
thing only males can do (“enabling him to put bread on the table”).

These values and assumptions can also be found among elementary
students in the Orthodox school where I did my fieldwork. When
asked what they want to do when they grow up, all but one of the 4th-
and 5th-grade boys said they want to be rabbis. (In line with the no-
tions of prestige in the ad, the other boy wants to be a brain surgeon—
or maybe a rocket scientist.) Several of them have fathers who are
rabbis, and the expectation is that they will achieve high levels of reli-
gious learnedness and perhaps become leaders of the Jewish people—
gedolim be-yisroel.

The girls are expected to excel not at textual analysis but at mother-
hood. Although many of them will become teachers, which entails
some text skills, or go into other professions, women are expected to
devote most of their young adulthood to caring for their families, usu-
ally large ones. Males, too, are expected to be involved with chinuch
(child rearing, education). But, as one rabbi told me, “the focus of the
women . . . has been to transmit yiddishkeit [Jewishness] to the next
generation in terms of the neshoma . . . and [among] the men, it’s
more in terms of the brain.” The imparting of textual skills and intel-
lectual development are central to being an Orthodox father. In the
sections that follow, I show how these ideologies of gender and learn-
edness manifest in linguistic practice.
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The Lexical Variable: Loanwords

In this section, I present data on loanword use, taken from recorded
group interviews of girls and of boys, in which I asked similar questions
to obtain comparable conversations.15 The speakers are all current or
former students at the Chabad-run school. I distinguish between “Lo-
cal” students, those under age 14 who have studied only at this school,
and “Yeshivah” students, children ages 14–18 who have spent some
time learning at yeshivahs away from home.

Overall, within these controlled conversations, 1.9 percent of the
girls’ words were loans, and 4.8 percent of the boys’ words were loans.
Of course, the use of loanwords is often influenced by the topic of con-
versation. Someone talking about Jewish holidays or commandments is
much more likely to use words like Pesach (Passover), kashrus (kosher-
ness), and shachris (the morning prayer service) than someone talking
about the weather. To ensure that the quantitative difference is not
merely due to differences in topic, I compared similar conversations. I
asked each group of Local students about the differences between boys’
and girls’ educations. In these conversations, the girls used 1.4 percent
loanwords, and the boys used 3.6 percent, over twice as much.

The gender difference in loanword use is not limited to frequency.
We also see a difference in the types of words used. In the Yeshivah
groups’ discussions about tsnies (modesty), the boys used a few words
associated with learning, like lichora (ostensibly) and names of rab-
binic principles. The girls, however, did not use any loans that would
be considered “learning words.” Also, while the girls did not mention
any rabbis or texts in this discussion, the boys did. In the following ex-
cerpt, 14-year-old Boruch (all names are pseudonyms) invokes the
Shulhan Arukh (a code of Jewish law) even though he is not sure that it
is the source of his point. (Loanwords are italicized; text mention is
bold; non-lexical feature is underlined.)

By boys there aren’t so many halachas [laws] about—I mean, they’re allowed
to uncover their elbows, or whatever. You know there’s a halacha, I think it’s
Shulhan Arukh, there’s a halacha that if somebody is wearing shorts. . . . I
think you’re allowed to wear shorts, but if you wear shorts you’re not al-
lowed to daven [pray], you’re not allowed to be a chazen [cantor].

In addition to using different loanwords, boys sometimes pro-
nounce them differently. The Yeshivah boys used elements of Yiddish
phonology, while the girls and Local boys did not. The boys’ used a
uvular fricative (trill in the throat) in rosh yeshivah and lichora and an
apical tap (short movement with the front of the tongue) in all in-
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stances of Rebe. However, in all of their English words and in all of their
other loanwords, including kiruv (outreach), bochurim, and be-tsibur (in
public), the Yeshivah boys used the American retroflex approximant
[r]. The Yeshivah girls (as well as both Local groups) used only the
American [r] in all of their loanwords, including Rebe. This difference
in pronunciation is likely due to the greater exposure the boys have to
Yiddish at their yeshivahs (see more on this below). 

An analysis of comparable conversations—similar not in topic but
in heatedness—shows that boys are more comfortable using some
loanwords. I asked each Local group to think of a topic to debate, and
the 7th- and 8th-grade girls and boys were so enthusiastically involved
in these conversations that they seemed to forget my presence. One
girl initiated a debate about whether the age of “bar and bas mitzvah”
should be changed, and one boy started an argument about the source
of a rabbinic principle called tnoy kayem (stipulation that would acti-
vate an oath), a detail of a rabbinic text he and his classmates had
learned earlier that week. In the following excerpts from these two
conversations, I note the use of loanwords (italics), the mention of
rabbis and texts (bold), and the use of hedges, such as “what’s it called”
(underlined):

Local Girls: “Dina” and “Elisheva”:
Dina: You can’t say that you’re totally mature when you get bas mitzvah 

[coming-of-age ceremony].
Elisheva: You aren’t. You’re starting to get mature.
dina: Right, so, right but, I don’t know, if Ha-shem [God] made you like 

that, then why change it?
Elisheva: Yeah, but who says that, what’s it called, Ha-shem made that—

you at thirteen and fourteen, twelve and thirteen, you’re supposed to 
do that? Didn’t what’s it called, um rabbis say that or something? 
(quietly) Or rabonim [rabbis] or whatever?

Dina: Look, the rabbis didn’t make it up just like that.
Elisheva: Yeah, I know, cause they, they have what’s it called, ruach ha-

kodesh [divine inspiration] or whatever? So, but I’m just saying, 
wouldn’t you rather like um change it?

Local Boys: “Dovid” and “Menachem”:
Dovid: I’m telling you, he taught us at the beginning tnoy kayem. I’m tell-

ing you. . . .
Menachem: Tnoy kayem is Rashi [an 11th century rabbinic commentator].
Dovid: I know, but the second thing was—
Menachem: It’s definitely not Toysfes [collection of medieval commen-

taries on the Talmud]. Toysfes is tnoy batel [stipulation that would 
annul an oath].
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Dovid: Exactly, but this—it wasn’t Rashi completely either. . . .
Menachem: But it’s still the same thing. I’m telling you, the first way we 

learnt it was more according to Rashi.

A major difference between these two excerpts is topic. The boys
chose a very esoteric, technical issue, and the girls chose a more gen-
eral religious principle that affects their daily lives. The girls do not
mention any texts, and the boys are debating textual principles and
which rabbis wrote about them. This is an instance of boys’ and girls’
different relations to Jewish texts and learnedness.

Another difference is the apparent confidence with which loan-
words are used. Elisheva surrounds every one of her loanwords with
hedges: “what’s it called” and “or whatever.” Although Elisheva often
uses similar discourse markers in her speech, such as “like” and “you
know,” she uses these two hedges only surrounding loanwords: “Didn’t
what’s it called, um rabbis say that or something?” And then she lowers
her volume to say the loanword equivalent of rabbis: “Or rabonim or
whatever?” It seems that she wanted to say rabonim in the first place but
either had trouble accessing the word or was not confident enough in
her knowledge of the word to say it. Her use of hedges in conjunction
with loanwords suggests a lack of confidence and a lack of entitlement
to use these words. Although Elisheva’s speech is an extreme example
among girls, it is worthwhile to note that her younger brother used no
hedges surrounding loans.

It is also enlightening to observe which loanwords are not used. Al-
though the girls are discussing whether laws come from the rabbis,
they do not use the words de-oraysa (from the Torah) or de-rabanan
(from the rabbis), which I have often heard in male learning conversa-
tions. Elisheva could have expressed the same thought by saying,
“You’re talking like bas mitzvah is de-oraysa, but it’s really de-rabanan.” If
she had said this, the other girls would have been quite surprised, as
this sentence is not in a style that Elisheva uses. Unfortunately, I did
not observe a similar conversation among the boys, as they had no in-
terest in debating the age of bar and bas mitzvah. However, I believe
that, had they discussed it, they would have used these “learning”
words that the girls did not.

After the girls finished their debate, I asked them whether they
knew the word de-oraysa. They knew it and were able to translate it cor-
rectly. I asked, “What’s the opposite of that?” and they answered cor-
rectly, “de-rabanan.” Although these learning words are in the girls’
verbal repertoire, they did not use them, probably because they would
be inappropriate for a girl’s speech style.
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Another use of loanwords that illustrates the connection between
language, learnedness, and masculinity can be seen, surprisingly, in a
conversation about sports. I asked a group of 4th- and 5th-grade boys,
“Who’s the best basketball player?” and a few of them answered,
“Michael Jordan.” One boy then played on this name, saying, “Michl,”
the Yiddish version of Michael. Another then said, “Michóel Yárden,”
using the Ashkenazic Hebrew version of Michael, combined with the
Ashkenazic Hebrew name of the biblical Jordan River. This exchange
was funny because of the incongruity of the non-Jewish basketball star
being given a Jewish name. But it also highlighted the centrality of Jew-
ish identity and biblical literature for these Chabad boys.

By using biblical words to play on Michael Jordan’s name, the boys
were displaying their knowledge of and affinity for Hebrew and He-
brew texts. This makes for an interesting contrast to the importance of
sports knowledge for the construction of masculinity in general
American society. If I had asked the same question to non-Orthodox
boys—“Who’s the best basketball player?”—the ensuing discussion
would likely have included displays of sports knowledge, rather than
Torah knowledge. In fact, only one of the boys in this group knew any-
thing about basketball teams, and the other boys had heard only of
Michael Jordan and Scottie Pippen. One boy blatantly revealed his
lack of sports knowledge, without any ensuing comment from the
other boys. He said, “I only went to one basketball game, and the
Giants won that,” apparently not knowing that the only teams called
the “Giants” play baseball and football. For these Orthodox boys,
Torah knowledge is more highly valued than sports knowledge. The
simple act of Judaizing Michael Jordan’s name can be seen as a perfor-
mance of Jewishness, Orthodoxy, learnedness, and masculinity.

The Phonological Variable: /t/ Release

The use of Hebrew loanwords is often recognized as part of a learned
register of Orthodox speech (see my “Ideologies of Difference” sec-
tion below). A more subtle way that learnedness is projected is
through the frequent release of /t/ when it occurs at the end of En-
glish words.16 In general American English, it is common to glottalize
word-final /t/, as in righ’, but sometimes people release and aspirate it,
as in righT, creating a small puff of air at the end of the word. Since
word-final /t/ release is not so common in America, it often suggests
that the speaker is articulate, intelligent, authoritative, or “nerdy.”
There have been sociolinguistic studies of the high rates of /t/ release
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among lawyers, intellectual gay men, science fiction fans, and female
high school students who consider themselves nerds.17 For all of these
groups, sounding articulate and intelligent are important aspects of
their identity. The same thing holds for Orthodox males.

How does /t/ release help to project an image of learnedness and
masculinity in the Orthodox community? First, through sheer num-
bers. In classroom recordings of male and female students and teachers
aged 9 through 22, males release their /t/s over twice as frequently as
females. Of all instances of /t/ that occurred at the end of a phrase, I
noted which were released and which were glottalized. I then com-
pared the ratio of released /t/s to total /t/s for males and females: fe-
males released 19 percent of their /t/s, and males released 47 percent.
This gender difference is significant (calculated at the p < .05 level
using Chi-square tests) in all age groups (as illustrated in Figure 2).

All groups included two to five speakers, except that there was only
one male teacher in his twenties. This teacher, Chayim, may have had
a lower /t/ release rate than other male teachers, and this is likely be-
cause one of his students, Zev, is sometimes more authoritative than
he is. If the sample had included more male teachers, the frequency of
/t/ release in that category would likely have been higher. These
quantitative data show that frequent /t/ release is more common
among males, connecting Levels 1 and 3 in Ochs’s model. In the next
section, I use a close analysis of the recordings to show that /t/ is re-

Figure 2. Gender differences in /t/ release by age group
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leased more frequently when the speaker is in a position of authority
or learnedness, connecting Levels 1 and 2.

In the following excerpt from a girls’ class, the teacher, Nomi, has
just asked a question, and the girls have not given the answer she is look-
ing for. She has the knowledge, and she is in a position to impart it to
the students. When she does that, she releases both /t/s. Then a stu-
dent questions something the teacher had said previously, and the
teacher does not have a definitive answer for her. In the next response,
she is no longer speaking authoritatively, and she does not release her /
t/s. (Underline indicates /t/ release; bold indicates /t/ glottalization.
/t/ is only analyzed at the end of syntactic or intonational phrases or be-
fore pauses.)

Nomi: They probably did, but (pause) olive oil burns the clearest light. 
Rochel: That’s bal tashchis [wasting]! (referring to previous topic)
Nomi: I’m sure they could have used the rest of it for something else. It 

doesn’t mean they threw it out. Doesn’t mean they threw it out.

In this excerpt, Nomi releases her /t/s when she is in a position of au-
thority and glottalizes them when her authority comes into question.
We see a similar pattern among males. In the boys’ class, there is a
good deal of debate about halachic issues, and one of the students in
particular, Zev, often contradicts what the teacher, Chayim, says. And
Zev is often right. In this episode, Zev gives the wrong answer, and this
puts Chayim in a position of authority. After that, Chayim releases
three of his four /t/s:

Chayim: So what do we say? We say that we—
Zev: You’re not allowed to until after half an hour.
Chayim: No. We say that even if you turn—you, you extinguish the fire 

beforehand, nevertheless you’re still yoytse [released from obliga-
tion], and you don’t even have to go and relight it. But the Ramo [a 
famous rabbi] goes on and explains: (he reads a Hebrew quote). He says 
you don’t (end of intonational phrase) have to go and relight it, because 
we pasken [decide] that the hadloke [lighting], the hadloke is the mitz-
vah [commandment]. Nevertheless, when you go and relight it, you 
don’t make a bracha [blessing].

The use of /t/ as a marker of authority is well illustrated when
speakers who normally glottalize have a few instances of release. One
Local student, Shmuel, releases only two of his nine /t/s. In one case,
he is in a position of authority, because he understands something that
the other students do not. In the following example, the teacher has
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just read a Hebrew passage, and the students are confused. The
teacher begins to clarify, and Shmuel says, “Oh, I get it.” The teacher
tells him to explain it to the other students, and at the end of that ex-
planation, Shmuel says, “But if you take out two candles, you’re for
sure gonna be using one that’s not.”

The only other time Shmuel releases a phrase-final /t/ is when he
is being adamant. He is trying to get his classmates to perform a calcu-
lation about candle-lighting time in the way that he suggests. He says,
“Nu? Put some zeros on it.” Here he thinks that he is the authority on
how to solve the problem, and he expresses this by being adamant—
and releasing his /t/.

Another student, Zev, is frequently adamant during class, question-
ing the teacher’s authority and displaying his own acumen. Often
when he contradicts people, he releases his /t/s, as in this exchange:

Chayim: Candles, sure you are.
Zev: No, you’re not. In the shul [synagogue] you’re not.

From these excerpts, we can see that /t/ release indexes adamancy,
authority, and learnedness. And the fact that males release their /t/s
over twice as frequently as females suggests that males are often more
authoritative, more learned, and perhaps more adamant than females.

Explaining the Gender Difference: Access to Texts
and Speaking Styles

Several community members suggested that gender differences in
speech are due to differences in education. One mother said that boys
learn more “from the books.” A female student said that boys “learn all
the details and like and the complicated stuff.” In fact, boys and girls do
have distinct curricula, and these differences likely affect their language.

During my observations at the Chabad-run school, I found that
both boys and girls learn “from the books.” Most classes focus on read-
ing and translating Hebrew texts aloud, but in a few lessons—for both
boys and girls—teachers merely tell stories and ask questions. The gen-
der differences lie in which texts are used and in how the students
study them. For Tanach (Bible), both girls and boys study the Bible
with Rashi’s commentaries. For halacha, boys study Mishnah, Gemara,
and Shulhan Arukh. Girls study neither Mishnah nor Gemara, only
Kitsur Shulhan Arukh, the abridged version of one of the books the
boys study. Boys always study their texts aloud in a small group. Girls
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sometimes do this, but they also work in pairs to fill out worksheets
about the texts.

An example of the different styles of text study can be seen in a com-
parison of two classes. One day in December, both boys and girls were
studying the laws of the Hanukkah candles. Both classes included read-
ing, translation, and discussion of texts, but there were notable differ-
ences. First, the girls were studying the laws from the Kitsur Shulhan
Arukh, while the boys were studying them from the Gemara. Second,
both teachers asked similar questions, but their expected answers were
different. The girls’ teacher asked, “Why do we put the menoyra [cande-
labrum] by the door?” The answer she was looking for, and eventually
gave herself, was, “Because we copy our rebeyim [rabbis].” The boys’
teacher also asked a practical question of observance, but the correct
answer was: “Because it’s in Toysfes [collection of medieval commentar-
ies on the Talmud].” While both of these responses draw our attention
to the veneration of past rabbis, the educational goals are different.
The girls are expected to know merely that their behavior should mimic
that of their leaders, and the boys are expected to know which rabbis
originated the laws and in which books. These differences highlight the
greater importance for boys of being familiar with religious texts and
the legal reasoning behind practical observance.

What impact might these different relations to text have on every-
day speech? Since the boys are more accustomed to discussing details
of rabbinic writings, using words that appear there, their everyday con-
versations are more likely to include textual references and “learning
words.” And since they are expected to be authorities on these texts,
they are more likely to index their authority by releasing their /t/s. Ac-
cess does seem to affect the boys’ and girls’ distinct uses of language.

However, as mentioned in the discussion of the bas mitzvah debate
above, girls may have knowledge of the textual words but just not use
them as frequently. Based on a written questionnaire I administered to
the Local students, I found that boys and girls can correctly translate
many loanwords. But there were a few loanwords that only the 7th- and
8th-grade boys knew: nafka mina (practical difference), le-havdil (to dis-
tinguish), and kol she-ken (all the more so), words common in talmudic
discussions. All Local respondents had trouble with guzma (exaggera-
tion) and mistama (probably), words that the male Yeshivah students
know and use. So we see that there is a gradual acquisition of “learning
words”: between the 4th and 8th grades, the Local boys learn certain
loanwords, and when they spend time in a yeshivah, they learn even
more. Access to texts has some effect on loanword knowledge, as well as
loanword use.
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Another factor contributing to gender differences in students’ lan-
guage is the different speaking styles of their teachers. In all Jewish
subjects at this school, boys are taught by men, and girls are taught by
women. The male teachers are educated at advanced yeshivahs, where
“Yeshivish” is the primary language of discourse, and the female teach-
ers are trained at seminaries, where they encounter some Yeshivish but
not nearly as much as their brothers. (See the discussion of Yeshivish
below.) Of course, teachers of 4th graders do not use all of the learn-
ing words they would use in a yeshivah setting, but it is likely that even
in the elementary school classroom the male teachers use more learn-
ing words than the female teachers.

A third area of access that should be considered is spoken Yiddish.
Nearly all of the loanwords used in Orthodox Jewish English are also
used in Yiddish. As one rabbi said, the use of certain words is condi-
tioned by the amount of Yiddish a speaker is exposed to, such as dafka
(specifically [no accurate translation]), mamish (really [intensifier]),
guzma (exaggeration), and epes (something [discourse marker]). The
Local students’ exposure to Yiddish is minimal. Many of them hear the
child-directed register18 at home and learn to read the Rebbe’s teach-
ings (Sichos) in the original Yiddish, but they are not exposed to the
Yiddish of text study. But as soon as boys go away to yeshivah (in New
York, Israel, or elsewhere), they begin to learn and even socialize
partly—or mostly—in Yiddish. The girls’ yeshivah classes are con-
ducted solely in English, and they encounter few peers who are profi-
cient in Yiddish. This helps to explain why the Yeshivah boys use more
words like lichora and why they use elements of Yiddish phonology
(such as the Yiddish “r”).

The connection between men and Yiddish has also been reported
in other Hasidic communities in North America and in Israel. Ayala
Fader’s research in Brooklyn shows how some Hasidic men speak
mostly Yiddish, while their wives are more proficient in English,19 and
Bryna Bogoch’s work describes a similarly gendered division in Israel
between Yiddish and Modern Hebrew.20 This is an interesting reversal
from the East European discourse that feminized Yiddish and mascu-
linized Hebrew.21 However, it is not surprising, as contemporary Yid-
dish has taken on a valence of religious learnedness, which is more
associated with men, while English in America and Modern Hebrew in
Israel are the languages of secular interaction.
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Ideologies of Difference

As we can see, the boys’ and girls’ knowledge and use of language are
affected by their differential access to texts, teaching styles, and lan-
guages. And the gender differences in language are likely perpetuated
by an expectation of difference. Speakers recognize and discuss distinct
gender styles, and these expectations help to maintain and even in-
crease the differences. In this section, I present data on community
members’ ideologies of gender difference in language. Other re-
search on language variation has shown that ideologies help to main-
tain differences. For example, John Rickford’s comparative study of
black and white varieties of American English shows that the differ-
ences, which derive from distinct linguistic histories, are perpetuated
partly by lack of contact but also by speakers’ mindsets that “this is how
Blacks should talk, and this is how Whites should talk.”22

The word “ideology” has been used in many ways.23 I am defining it
in a neutral sense, as “a body of ideas characteristic of a particular so-
cial group or class.”24 In linguistic anthropology, the term “language
ideology” is used to refer to speakers’ understandings of how language
is or should be used.25 Bambi Schieffelin and Rachelle Doucet explain
the importance of exploring this concept: “Language ideology is the
mediated link between social structures and forms of talk, standing in
dialectal relation with, and thus significantly influencing, social, dis-
cursive, and linguistic practices.”26

Responses given in interviews show that community members do
expect women and men to speak differently. Several people volun-
teered that males use more talmudic words than females, attributing
this to their different educational tracks. Some girls mentioned indi-
vidual words that they hear their brothers say but do not themselves
use, such as le-havdil and dafka. There is also a perception that loan-
word use increases for males when they go away to yeshivahs in other
cities. One 12-year-old said that he hears words associated with learn-
ing from his older brothers when they call home and speak “like yeshi-
vah bochurim.” This perception holds true in the numbers (Figure 3).
The Local boys use loanwords about twice as frequently as the Local
girls, and the Yeshivah boys use loans about three times as frequently
as the Yeshivah girls. During a yeshivah education, males learn to in-
crease the Jewishness and learnedness of their linguistic style more
than females do.

One 18-year-old yeshivah bochur, Aharon, specifically recalls this
process of learning. He told me, for example, that he now regularly
uses the word mistama, a word he did not even know before going to ye-
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shivah. Aharon’s 16-year-old sister, Rivka, does not feel her language
has changed much since she started yeshivah. She said that she and
her friends do use Hebrew and Yiddish words, but not as much as the
boys. And she does not use words associated with Gemara learning,
such as mistama.

There is even a name for the register of Orthodox Jewish English
that is common in men’s yeshivahs: “Yeshivish.” This is the subject of a
dictionary by Chaim Weiser, and one of his points is that loanwords
from Yiddish, Hebrew, and Aramaic are common not only during text
study but also in the everyday speech of the boys and men who spend
most of their time studying texts.27 When I mention “learning lan-
guage” or “Yeshivish” in Orthodox communities, people often refer to
this book. Some also mention a song by the Orthodox band Journeys,
called “Yeshivishe Reid”:

In the hallowed halls of yeshivos [yeshivahs] far and wide,
Our young men have discovered a new way to verbalize.
With Yiddish, English, Hebrew—it’s a mixture of all three,
And a dash of Aramaic—a linguistic potpourri!

Figure 3. Gender differences in loanword use by most recent type of school at-
tended (which correlates with age group)
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That’s called: yeshivishe reid [yeshivah speech], yeshivishe shprach [yeshivah 
language]:

Takeh [really], epes [something], gradeh [in reality], a gevaldike zach [re-
markable thing].

It’s called: yeshivishe reid, yeshivishe shprach:
It’s the tawk of the town, mamish [really] tog un nacht [day and night].

This song clearly portrays Yeshivish as a men’s register, as can be seen by
the underlined words. The phrase tog un nacht in the last line may be an
allusion to the biblical injunction to learn Torah “day and night,” which
is how some rabbis explain that women are exempt from the mitzvah of
learning (because it is considered a time-bound mitzvah).

When I asked Rivka and Aharon to have a “Yeshivish” conversation
together, neither thought it was a good idea. Rivka thought it would be
better to bring in their younger brother, Boruch, who had just finished
his first year at yeshivah. Aharon agreed that having a Yeshivish conver-
sation would be easier with his brother. Rivka called in Boruch, and the
two boys had a long conversation about an intricacy of Jewish law they
had recently learned in their Gemara studies. This conversation was so
filled with loanwords, biblical and rabbinic quotes, chanting intonation
contours, and Yiddish-influenced syntax, that it was unintelligible to
most English speakers. Here is a quote from Aharon, the 18-year-old:

(begin chanting intonation) Whenever you’re shaych [connected], then you
can be an eyd [witness]; whenever you’re not, you’re not (end chanting in-
tonation). So why does Rashi say—? That’s ’cause dina de-malchusa dina
[the law of the land is the law]. It’s because they’re—even if not dina de-
malchusa dina, Rashi says later ’cause al din hu nitstavu bnei noyach [all chil-
dren of Noah, including non-Jews, are commanded to follow this law].
The goyim [non-Jews] are shaych to dinim [laws]; they’re not shaych to gitin
[laws of divorce]. That’s why it’s good.

As this excerpt illustrates, conversations in the learning domain have
many more Jewish influences, and the frequency of loanwords can be
very high (here it is 35 percent). In my hours of observing (non-modern)
Orthodox females in the learning domain, no conversation came
close to this in number and type of loanwords and rabbinic quotes.

Not only is there a sense that men and women speak differently, but
there is also a belief that this difference should be maintained. Men
are expected to use words for talmudic concepts, like nafka mina and
kal va-chomer (all the more so; a fortiori argument). They are also ex-
pected to use words like mamish, mistama, and lichora, which have come
to be associated with learning. These words do not have real-world ref-
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erents like tefillin and mikveh do; they are used as adverbs in sentences
like this one, said by a yeshivah bochur: “Lichora I heard that the Rebe
wanted everybody should be a shaliach [emissary].”

If a female used words like these, she would likely appear too
learned, or even masculine. One female teacher said there are some
women who do use this type of loanword, and “you say she speaks like
a bochur.” Another female teacher, who grew up in a yeshivah commu-
nity where her father is the head rabbi, told me that her use of “learn-
ing words” has even been a source of ridicule. “My brothers make fun
of me that I use all these words—mamish, takeh and all of that.” (Of
course, this is not the case in some modern Orthodox circles. At
Drisha, the modern Orthodox women’s institute mentioned above,
women are expected to—and do—use learning words, /t/ release,
and other features of Yeshivish. Future research might explore how
women at Drisha and similar institutions use language to construct
their identity as learned women and how they are perceived by men
and less learned women. Similarly, it would be interesting to compare
the language use of non-modern Orthodox men with different levels
of learning. I would expect that the less learned men would display
lower rates of /t/ release and loanword use.)

Although women are expected not to use many loanwords associ-
ated with learning, they are expected to use Hebrew words for biblical
characters and certain everyday referents. One rabbi, a teacher at the
school, told me that his students “should not ever come to a Pesach sey-
der [Passover ceremonial meal] and talk about Moses taking the Jews
out of Egypt. It should not be heard. It should be ‘Moyshe [Moses] took
them out of Mitsrayim [Egypt].’”

Sol Steinmetz found a similar statement by an Orthodox educator,
quoted from the Orthodox press: “Although students should know
how to refer to these items in English, the norm should be Motzaei
Shabbos—not Saturday night; daven—not pray; bentsch—not recite
Grace After Meals; Yom Tov—not holiday.”28 The notion that Hebrew
and Yiddish words are important in talking about biblical characters
and certain everyday concepts applies to both males and females (de-
pending, of course, on audience). And everyone is expected not to use
English words associated with Christianity, such as “angel” and “Christ-
mas”; malach and X-mas (or the humorous kratsmach, Yiddish for
“scratch me”) are preferred. But the expectation that Orthodox Jews
should use Hebrew and Aramaic words associated with learning ap-
plies only to men.

Clearly, community members are aware of the gender difference in
loanword use, and they feel that males should use more loans than fe-
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males. Is there a similar ideology about /t/ release? Of course, people
do not talk about this feature overtly—one would not hear “Stop aspi-
rating your word-final /t/s. You sound like a bochur!” However, there is
a sense that boys speak more precisely than girls. I explained to one
mother what I found about /t/ release. She said it does not surprise
her that teenage girls “drop their /t/s,” as they are more “sloppy” with
their speech, using “like” all the time. One meaning of /t/ glottaliza-
tion, at least to this woman, is sloppiness. And the converse, /t/ re-
lease, would mean precision. Through a sociolinguistic practice that is
perceived as sloppiness, the girls are distinguishing themselves from
their learned brothers and constructing themselves as young women.

Recursivity: Differences According to Gender and Religiosity

The expected language differences between men and women should
be viewed as part of the overall understanding of language in the com-
munity. This picture is illuminated by Judith Irvine and Susan Gal’s
model of recursivity in language ideology. They apply the notion of
fractal recursivity to community expectations of language difference,
and they define recursivity as “the projection of an opposition, salient
at some level of relationship, onto some other level.”29 In the case of
this community, the expected difference between Orthodox Jews and
non-Orthodox or non-Jews is projected onto gender categories. Or-
thodox Jews are expected to be more learned and use more learned
language than outsiders. And Orthodox males are expected to be
more learned and use more learned language than Orthodox females.

The same recursivity applies in other domains, such as clothing. Al-
though both men and women in this community are expected to dress
according to the laws and customs of tsnies, Hasidic men are expected
to wear the traditional garb of Eastern Europe, including black hats
and long black coats. Women’s dress, though quite distinct from that
of non-Orthodox and non-Jews, is more influenced by contemporary
fashion.30

The recursive relationship between religious differentiation and
gender is intriguing; it can be interpreted to mean that males are ex-
pected to be, in a sense, “more Orthodox” than females. This is not to
suggest that women are not pious or do not observe the laws as strictly
as men; rather, in this Orthodox community males are, and are ex-
pected to be, more distinct from outsiders than females are.
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Conclusion

In this article, I have presented evidence for a masculine learned style.
Boys use loanwords more frequently than girls, even in similar-topic
conversations, and they are more likely to use words associated with
textual learning. Boys also release word-final /t/ more frequently than
girls, especially in situations of authority. Girls are more likely to use an
English word, even if they are familiar with its loanword equivalent,
and they are less likely than boys to use Yiddish pronunciation. Further
evidence of gender difference in language include the Judaization of
Michael Jordan’s name and one girl’s hedges surrounding loanwords.

The gender distributions of these linguistic features show how Level
1 (linguistic resources) in Ochs’s model is connected to Level 3 (gen-
der identities). The qualitative data show how the features are used in a
way that is considered more learned, connecting Level 1 to Level 2 (so-
cial categories and activities). In explaining the gender differences in
language, I have described community ideologies that men are and
should be more learned than women, connecting Level 2 to Level 3, as
well as ideologies that males do and should speak in a more learned way
than females, thus connecting all three levels of Ochs’s model.

R. W. Connell’s book on masculinities finds that technical reason and
expertise are among the many ways that men construct masculinity.31

This is certainly the case in the Orthodox community—in the realm of
religious studies. In general American society, however, academic
achievement is often seen as the domain of less masculine males. In fact,
Mary Bucholtz defines “nerds,” a category commonly associated with
success in academics, as “those who are socially stigmatized for failing to
measure up to conventional standards of American masculinity.”32

In the United States, young men commonly perform their masculin-
ity through dating and its surrounding discourses, as well as interest in
professional sports. Because of community restrictions, (non-modern)
Orthodox adolescent males do not have much access to either of these
activities. Televisions are not allowed in most homes, and sexual rela-
tions are prohibited before marriage. Therefore, these forms of social
capital are not as available in this Orthodox community, and it seems
that learnedness and Torah knowledge may substitute for them to
some extent.33 When I asked a group of 7th- and 8th-grade boys what
they argue about, their first response was “who’s smart and [who’s]
not,” not which baseball team will win the World Series. While scholas-
tic achievement is often stigmatized in general American society, it is a
main constituent of masculinity among Orthodox Jews, in the religious
realm. As Orthodox boys and girls are socialized into the Chabad com-
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munity, they strive for the gendered ideals of the talmid chacham, the
learned man—who releases his /t/s and uses many loanwords—and
the tsedeykes, the righteous woman.
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perhaps they are more likely to 
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